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Magneto-electric coupling phenomena in EuTiO3 are of considerable fundamental interest and
are also understood to be key to reported multiferroic behavior in strained films, which exhibit dis-
tinctly different properties to the bulk. Here the magneto-elastic coupling of EuTiO3 is investigated
by resonant ultrasound spectroscopy with in-situ applied magnetic field and stress as a function of
temperature ranging from temperatures above the structural transition temperature, Ts, to below
the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature Tn. One single crystal and two polycrystalline sam-
ples are investigated and compared to each other. Both paramagnetic and diamagnetic transducer
carriers are used, allowing an examination of the effect of both stress and magnetic field on the
behaviour of the sample. The properties are reported in constant field/variable temperature and in
constant temperature/variable field mode where substantial differences between both data sets are
observed. In addition, elastic and magnetic poling at high fields and stresses at low temperature
has been performed in order to trace the history dependence of the elastic constants. Four different
temperature regions are identified, characterized by unusual elastic responses. The low temperature
phase diagram has been explored and found to exhibit rich complexity. The data evidence a con-
siderable relaxation of elastic constants at high temperatures, but with little effect from magnetic
field alone above 20 K, in addition to the known low temperature coupling.
PACS numbers: 75.80.+q, 75.85.+t, 62.40.+i
I. INTRODUCTION
EuTiO3 (ETO) has recently been the subject of a con-
siderable surge in interest owing to its unusual magneto-
electrical (ME) coupling behavior, which has its ori-
gins in the combination of incipient ferroelectric order-
ing together with antiferromagnetic(AFM) ordering be-
low ∼5.5 K1–18. This makes ETO a magnetically ordered
analogue to the intensively studied material SrTiO3
(STO). Significant interaction exists between the spin
ordering and the soft polar phonon mode, since the ex-
pected increase and subsequent saturation of the dielec-
tric constant at low temperature is disrupted at the Ne´el
temperature19, where a drop in the dielectric constant is
observed due to stiffening of the soft mode. This effect
can be suppressed by application of magnetic fields below
Tn, inducing a recovery in the dielectric constant of up
to 7 %2 which corresponds to a huge magneto-electrical
coupling effect.
The existence of multiferroicity is rare, as it has been
conventionally understood that an empty d band on the
B site ion is required for PbTiO3-like “Slater” mode fer-
roelectricity (induced by the second order Jahn-Teller,
SOJT, effect). However, often the only possible source
of magnetism is a transition metal ion on the B site,
which obviously requires unpaired electrons. This con-
flict is overcome in ETO by having unpaired and highly
localised Eu 4f7 spins at the A site, with Ti (d0) on the B
site. Nonetheless, ETO is not a true multiferroic, since it
does not display both ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism
in the absence of applied field, and the segregation of or-
bital behaviours is not complete, as there are significant
interactions between the two sites.
The strong magneto-electric (ME) coupling effect has
increased interest in ETO and various theoretical and
experimental approaches have been used to examine it.
From DFT20, using GGA+U calculations, it was con-
cluded that the hybridization of Eu f orbitals with Ti d
orbitals has a significant impact on magnetism and sup-
presses the second order Jahn-Teller (SOJT) effect that
leads to ferroelectricity in other perovskite titanates. The
polar soft mode does not extrapolate to zero frequency
above zero temperature, even before quantum fluctua-
tions, and therefore ETO is not a true quantum para-
electric (unlike nonmagnetic SrTiO3
21). The result, that
orbital hybridization through Ti d orbitals is key to the
exchange pathway, is analogous to that found by Aka-
matsu et al.22 who use DFT with Hartree-Fock hybrid
functionals instead of GGA+U. Similarly, Ryan et al.23
describe the mechanism of antiferromagnetism as being
related to a 3rd nearest neighbor (NN) superexchange
between Eu atoms via both Ti d orbitals and Eu 5d or-
bitals, using a combination of calculations and XRMS
2experiments.
The nature of the coupling of the magnetic order to
an applied electric field has also been investigated. Birol
and Fennie20 show that forcing ferromagnetic alignment
with high applied field leads to a reinstatement of the
SOJT distortion and greater local electrical polarization.
Conversely, Ryan et al. demonstrate that the 3rd NN
superexchange can be significantly altered by the appli-
cation of an electric field, as the field displaces Ti atoms
and changes the overlap angles between the relevant or-
bitals, leading to a suppression of the AFM order globally
and an increase in FM order locally. Glinchuk et al.24,
using Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire theory, predict that
a high enough electric field will induce a ferromagnetic
state, even in the absence of applied strain. Experimen-
tally, work by Li et al. on Eu0.5Ba0.5TiO3 films
25 shows
that the formation of TiIII , induced in this case by oxy-
gen vacancies, can yield ferromagnetism at low T through
coupling between EuII ions, supporting the above con-
clusions with respect to Ti orbital involvement.
The role of strain both on the ME coupling and in the
separate couplings of strain with magnetism and with
electrical order has been examined by only a few authors.
Interest in this aspect of ETO has been significantly in-
creased by the theoretical prediction26,27 that strain en-
gineering can drive ETO into ferromagnetic order with a
large ferroelectric polarization. This prediction was sub-
sequently confirmed28 in thin films grown epitaxially on
DyScO3 substrates. Morozovska et al.
29 predict that it
should be possible to create both ferroelectricity and fer-
romagnetism in ETO nanowires due to surface stresses
and the magneto-electro-elastic coupling. It seems, how-
ever, that the actual behavior of strained ETO may be
less straightforward in real systems than suggested. For
instance, Geng et al.30 showed, using magnetic force mi-
croscopy, that epitaxially strained ETO can have an inho-
mogeneous magnetic state with both ferromagnetic and
nonferromagnetic regions.
An additional level of complexity in ETO beyond the
ME coupling below Tn is apparently the interplay be-
tween an oxygen rotational instability and electrical and
magnetic ordering. While the structure of ETO was orig-
inally believed to remain cubic at all temperatures, both
theoretical predictions and a number of investigations
have subsequently shown a Pm3m to I4/mcm, cubic to
tetragonal (C-T) phase transition. Rushchanskii et al.31
showed from first principles that a number of antiferrodis-
torted structures are both extremely close in energy to
one another and lower in energy than the prototypical cu-
bic perovskite structure. They also found a spin-phonon
coupling, with induced ferromagnetism hardening the oc-
tahedral tilting phonon mode significantly, 50 cm−1, in
I4/mcm due to the relationship to Eu-Eu angles, but
softening slightly, 17 cm−1, in R3¯c. The tilting transi-
tion was first discovered experimentally in specific heat
measurements at 282 K by Bussmann-Holder et al.5 and
subsequently by Petrovic et al.11, at 283 K and Spalek18
at 284 K. This is a structural phase transition involv-
ing antiphase octahedral tilting about one of the cubic
perovskite axes, with an R point soft mode7. Caslin et
al.14 conclude from experimental and theoretical results
that the spin-phonon coupling remains active far above
Tn, with breaks in slope in their χT data, where χ is
the magnetic susceptibility, at the C-T tilting transition
(282 K) and separately at ∼75 K.
The precise nature and temperature of this transfor-
mation remain contentious, with reports of the transi-
tion occurring somewhere between 300 K and 100 K,
with variability found between both samples and mea-
surement techniques, and with some mentioning incom-
mensurate behavior. Goian et al.’s samples9 showed in-
commensurate reflections in electron diffraction at room
temperature after heating from 100 K, but these disap-
peared after a few days. Kim et al.12 also observed incom-
mensurate octahedral tilt (OT) ordering with disappear-
ance of the reflections two weeks after the samples were
prepared. Their modulated structure disappeared com-
pletely at temperatures higher than 285 K, and simple
tilt reflections were found in addition to the incommen-
surate reflections from 2 K to 160 K. Diffuse scattering
was also present and was attributed to local antiferroelec-
tric displacements of Ti with accompanying local changes
in octahedral rotation angle. There also appear to be
significant differences between polycrystalline and single
crystal samples of ETO. For example, Goian et al.9 ex-
amined standard and high pressure synthesised ETO ce-
ramics, and single crystals. Using diffraction techniques
and infrared spectroscopy they observed a transition at
∼300 K in the conventional ceramic, but no transition
down to ∼100 K in single crystals.
There is some debate in the literature regarding the
structure of ETO below Ts. For example, Ellis et al.
7
show zone boundary phonon softening and a ∼287 K
transition, where an R point peak also appears in sin-
gle crystal diffraction. No incommensurability or slow
dynamics were observed and a perfectly ordered I4/mcm
structure was inferred. In powder diffraction an R point
peak was observed below 280 K. Following the publica-
tion of Kim et al.12 showing a long-wavelength incom-
mensurate structure, Ellis reiterated their viewpoint32.
Allieta et al.10 instead describe disordering from (235 to
282) K, with long range parts of their pair distribution
function showing a cubic structure along with a local
tetragonal structure. Splitting was not observed in their
powder diffraction data until 215 K. The origin of this
discrepancy may be due to defects and disorder that are
sample preparation dependent. Goian et al.9 argue that
the existence of EuIII lowers Tn, while O vacancies are
hypothesised to change the C-T temperature, and that
these differ between samples. O vacancies may also be
intrinsically magnetic, as has been shown experimentally
for STO33. This, combined with the multiple nearby en-
ergy minima calculated to be possible by Yang et al.34
and Rushchanskii et al.31, may lead to local disorder-
ing of the oxygen tilts. The arguments about the effect
of magnetic field on the tilting phonon modes made by
3Rushchanskii et al. suggest that the response of the tilt-
ing transition temperature to magnetic field may show
some details of what kind of effects exist in individual
samples.
Here we explore the magneto-elastic properties of
ETO, and attempt to clarify differing reports regarding
its structures and transition temperatures. The broad
temperature evolution of the elasticity in ETO has pre-
viously been examined9,13,35, as well as a more detailed
investigation of the low temperature phase transitions36.
Extending the work of Ref. 36, we use a combination of
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy with applied magnetic
field and stress and SQUID magnetometry to probe the
magneto-elastic behavior in specific temperature regimes.
RUS spectra have been collected under two different pro-
tocols, in fixed field with varying temperature and in
fixed temperature with varying field with head designs
that lead to either a significant or a near-zero stress be-
ing applied to the sample in-situ. Our results provide
evidence for obvious differences between samples, unre-
ported elastic anomalies at low temperature in a single
crystal and thermal and magnetic history dependent be-
havior over a broad temperature range. Overall we find
that ETO is a system with significantly greater complex-
ity than anticipated.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Two main samples were used in this investigation, a
single crystal and a polycrystalline sample. The single
crystal sample (hereafter known as SC) is from one of
two batches that were grown at Waseda University in a
floating zone furnace3 and which were also the source of
crystals used by Allieta et al.10, Petrovic´ et al.11 and by
Spalek18,35. It has Ts of 284±2 K, as determined from
specific heat measurements35. The synthesis of this sam-
ple is described in detail by Katsufuji and Tokura3 and X-
ray diffraction has also been performed10,18, with a small
amount (∼1%) of Eu2Ti2O7 nonmagnetic impurity found
to be present. The SC sample used in our experiments
was roughly a parallelepiped in shape and had dimensions
of ∼2.5x2.5x1.5 mm, with mass 50.8 mg. The primary
polycrystalline sample (hereafter referred to as PC1) used
in our experiments was an irregularly shaped piece of a
sintered pellet with diameter ∼4.9 mm, greatest thick-
ness 2.0 mm and weighing 148.4 mg. It was prepared by
carefully mixing dried Eu2O3 (Alfa, 99.99 %) with Ti2O3
powder (Alfa, 99.99 %), in a 1:1 ratio in an agate mortar
under Ar. The powder was pressed to a pellet and heated
in a corundum tube under Ar for 2 d at 1753 K. After
cooling to room temperature the sample was ground and
heated again for 3 d under the same conditions. ETO
samples heated at lower temperatures (<1623 K) exhibit
the structural phase transition at 283 K. In those samples
Ts is signaled by a pronounced peak in the heat capacity
(see 37). The sample PC1 stems from an early synthe-
sis and is not identical to the one used in Guguchia et
al.37. A second polycrystalline sample (hereafter known
as PC2) has also been measured, with analogous syn-
thesis conditions as PC1, however, using lower heating
conditions than applied for PC1.
RUS measurements were performed using purpose
built electronics designed by Dr. A. Migliori in Los
Alamos, with a maximum applied voltage of 2 V. The de-
sign of the RUS head has been described by McKnight et
al.38, and was attached to the end of a stick lowered into
an Oxford Instruments Teslatron PT cryostat equipped
with a 14 T superconducting magnet. In this head de-
sign, the bottom transducer is fixed in position, but the
top transducer is attached to a metal rod that slides ver-
tically in a bore to accommodate the sample, and which
rests lightly on it due to its own weight. The material
normally used for this sliding rod is stainless steel, but
as this is paramagnetic it responds to magnetic field gra-
dients. With this in mind, both stainless steel and cop-
per rods were fabricated and the results obtained with
magnetic field in each case were used to deconvolute the
effect of magnetic field alone (with a diamagnetic copper
rod, known as an H experiment) or the combined effect
of an applied stress and applied magnetic field (with a
paramagnetic steel rod, known as an Hσ experiment) .
As a result of the paramagnetism of the steel rod, the
force at a given magnetic field is expected to be inversely
proportional to the temperature, but neither the room
temperature force nor the temperature dependent force
were measured directly and are thus not known to any
degree of precision. Spectra were accumulated in pro-
grammed sequences of varying temperature at constant
field or varying field at constant temperature, and a delay
of 20 minutes was enforced within a set tolerance (gen-
erally 0.03 K) of each set point to ensure equilibration
prior to data collection. For variable field measurements,
the magnet was ramped at a rate of ∼1 T/130 s and a
20 minute dwell was taken at each magnet setpoint. An
additional RUS examination of the PC2 sample was also
performed in an Orange helium flow cryostat with DRS
Modulus II Electronics and a similar head to that used
on the Teslatron instrument. 20 minute dwell times were
employed in this experiment. Individual resonances in
the spectra were analyzed oﬄine using the software pack-
age IGOR (Wavemetrics). Fits based on an asymmetric
Lorentzian function gave the peak frequency, f , and the
width at half height, ∆f ; f2 scales with the combination
of elastic constants which determine the resonance and
the inverse mechanical quality factor Q−1 = ∆f/f is a
measure of acoustic loss.
Magnetometry measurements were performed at the
Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge, us-
ing a Quantum Designs MPMS XL SQUID magnetome-
ter. The field applied to the SC sample was along the
same axis as in the RUS experiments with applied mag-
netic field. The sequence used for both the SC and PC1
samples involved a zero field cooled (ZFC) run, a “pol-
ing” run and a field cooled (FC) run. Between the poling
run and the FC run a demagnetisation procedure was
4carried out to remove history effects. The ZFC cycle
involves cooling without field and measuring the suscep-
tibility with an applied field of 100 Oe. The poling pro-
cedure involved cooling the sample in zero field, applying
the maximum field of 60 kOe, then measuring the sus-
ceptibility while heating in 100 Oe. Finally, for the FC
cycle the sample was cooled in 40 kOe and then the sus-




We have collected magnetic susceptibility data on PC1
and PC2 samples as well as additional SC data to that
already reported for this sample36. New measurements
on the SC sample were performed in order to examine the
effect of a “poling” scheme on the magnetic properties of
ETO, for comparison with RUS results from experiments
conducted under a similar protocol (figure 1). The most
obvious broad observation in the magnetic susceptibility
data is that the poled sample has slightly lower suscepti-
bility than either the FC or the ZFC measurements over
the temperature range measured, for SC, PC1 and PC2
samples. This may be due to the mechanism of the poling
regime, as the magnet is not demagnetized after poling,
leaving a small residual field in the instrument that is
not completely controlled for. In most aspects, the three
samples have broadly similar behavior. An examination
of the reciprocal susceptibility shows Curie-Weiss (CW)
behavior above Tn, with an (anomalous, namely pos-
itive) extrapolated Curie temperature of around (2.2 to
2.5) K in the SC sample, (2.0 to 2.4) K in PC1 and (2.8 to
3.1) K in PC2. The anomalies in the χT data of Caslin et
al.14 were not reproduced in our data, possibly because
their reported magnitude is close to the noise limit of
the data collected here (see Appendix). M-H loops were
also gathered at room temperature, but showed perfectly
linear paramagnetism.
Tn=∼5.6 K in the SC sample, ∼5.3 K in the PC1 sam-
ple and ∼5.4 K in the PC2 sample. The subtle break in
slope observed near the ab-c spin easy plane-easy axis
transition at ∼(2.6 to 2.8) K in the SC sample (also dis-
cussed in Ref. 36) is not evident in the PC1 or PC2 sam-
ples. There is, however, a drop in moment below ∼2.4 K
for almost all traces, but whether this is the same phe-
nomenon is unknown. The PC1 and PC2 samples display
some FC/ZFC irreversibility and change in slope below
4.6 K, stemming presumably from a small amount of im-
purity.
Constant field, varying temperature RUS mea-
surement
The capabilities of the recently acquired RUS equip-
ment at Cambridge with in-situ magnetic field allow a
thorough examination of the high temperature (cubic-
tetragonal) phase transition, Ts, and determination of
its stress and field dependence. This is mostly motivated
FIG. 1. SQUID magnetometry of (a) SC, (b) PC1 and (c)
PC2 samples, with insets showing low temperature behavior
by the report of Guguchia et al.37, who showed a clear
+4 K shift in the transition temperature (determined by
specific heat measurements) under an applied field of 9 T.
In order to examine the nature of the shift of Ts, ex-
periments with applied field and stress (Hσ) were per-
formed on both SC and PC1 samples, while the SC sam-
ple was also examined with applied field only (H). To
make the experiments with applied field more efficient,
measurements were carried out in zero field beforehand
to allow the determination of the temperature range over
5which the elastic anomaly associated with the transition
extends, as well as looking for hysteresis and loss behav-
ior that exists without magnetic modification. While the
elastic data of the PC1 sample can be adequately repre-
sented with a single plot of f2 vs temperature, the SC
sample has the additional feature of being anisotropic
with regard to shear stress. If the domains of the tetrag-
onal structure are randomly oriented, then the average
symmetry of the crystal will be cubic. As the resonances
in the frequency regime are dominated by shear motions,
due to their lower stiffness, the resonance frequencies
should be determined predominantly by different propor-
tions of the shear elastic constants.
The two symmetry adapted cubic elastic shear moduli
are C11 − C12 and C44. These relate to the “tetrago-
nal” strain 1√
3
(2e3 − e1 − e2) and the “rhombohedral”
strain e4 respectively. As the tetragonal strain refers to
a macroscopic distortion of the cubic collection of tetrag-
onal twins through movement of twin walls (generating
a tetragonally distorted macroscopic crystal), it is ex-
pected that “C11−C12” mirrors the effect of microstruc-
tural features, such as pinning or freezing of twin walls.
e4 is strictly zero in both the ideal tetragonal and cu-
bic phases and thus “C44” should be independent of a
fully ordered microstructure. Inverted commas are used
to emphasize that these elastic constants are cubic aver-
ages of the tetragonal elastic constants, as also discussed
in Ref. 36. Formally, individual resonances are mixtures
of shear modes along with some small contribution from
breathing motions that are dependent on the bulk mod-
ulus. However, the assignment of the majority character
of a given resonance is an effective approach for samples
with irregular shapes, for which mode assignments can-
not be made definitively.
Two different trends in elastic behavior were identified
in the SC sample, one which shows softening as Ts is
approached from below and one that shows stiffening.
These two trends are related to the two effectively cubic
shear moduli below Ts. Based on results for SrTiO3
39,
the peaks that show softening as Ts is approached from
below are assumed to correspond primarily to “C11−C12”
while those that show stiffening are related to “C44”.
The results of experiments examining the overall tran-
sition behavior are shown for the PC1 sample for a Hσ
experiment (figure 2) and for both “C44” type peaks
(which stiffen as the transition is approached from be-
low) and “(C11 − C12)” type peaks (which soften as the
transition is approached from below) for the SC sample,
again for a Hσ experiment (figures 3 and 4). The com-
plete transformation in the PC1 sample takes place over
a significantly larger temperature interval than that in
the SC sample. A very similar level of softening, ∼30 %,
is observed through the transition in both samples.
Hσ runs, with applied magnetic fields and stress, were
carried out across the entire temperature range (for the
SC sample, figure 3 - figure 4), and then in small steps
between 278 and 300 K (for the SC sample, next section,
figures 7 and 8), between 274 and 300 K (for the PC2
FIG. 2. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T and 10 T for Hσ
runs from 1.5 K to 300 K for the PC1 sample.
FIG. 3. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T, 10 T and “poled”
Hσ runs from 1.5 K to 300 K for a “C44” peak in the SC
sample at 920 kHz at room temperature. Ts is 284 K and is
taken from Ref. 18.
sample, next section, figure 10) or above 200 K (for the
PC1 sample, next section, figure 9). A poling process
is also shown in figures 3 and 4, which was similar to
the one for the magnetization measurements described
above, but with the addition of applied stress from the
steel transducer-rod, in which the sample was cooled to
3 K in zero applied field, a field of 14 T was applied for
30 minutes, followed by heating in zero field.
The major softening in the SC sample occurs between
290 K and 284 K (figures 3 and 4) along with a clear
broad maximum in Q−1. The 284 K limit correlates well
with the previously reported behavior from heat capac-
ity measurements, with phase transition temperatures of
(283 to 284) K10,18,35. In contrast, the comparable level
of softening in the PC1 sample occurs over the range
(295 to 200) K (figure 2), with a distinct break in slope
of softening and peaks in Q−1 between 250 and 260 K.
The breadth (with respect to temperature) of the peak
in the elastic dissipation associated with the transition in
the PC1 sample is ∼2 times that of the SC, and occurs at
a lower temperature. Furthermore, the apparent second
peak in the elastic dissipation in PC1 has not been seen
in the SC sample. Note that hysteresis exists between
6FIG. 4. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T, 10 T and “poled”
Hσ runs from 1.5 K to 300 K for a “(C11−C12)” peak in the
SC sample at 1040 kHz at room temperature. Ts is 284 K
and is taken from Ref. 18.
the heating and cooling cycles of “(C11−C12)” in the SC
sample between ∼275 K and 220 K (figure 4), which is
absent in “C44” (figure 3).
For both SC and PC1 samples, the behavior of the
high temperature phase transition with field and stress
was quantified. The data shown (figures 3 and 4) for full
temperature Hσ runs in up to 10 T magnetic field do not
show the signature of a large shift in the transition tem-
perature for the SC sample. This data was, however, only
collected every 5 K for the zero field measurement and
every 2 K for the 5 T and 10 T measurements. Nonethe-
less, a small shift in the elastic softening curves is clear
and is downward by ∼0.5 K under 5 T and unchanged be-
tween 5 T and 10 T. This is in contrast to that reported
by Guguchia et al.37, who find a 4 K shift upward for
Ts, predominantly taking place between 3 T and 9 T.
A slight increase in softening in the SC sample, partic-
ularly for “(C11 − C12)”, is observed with applied field
and stress below 250 K, with 5 T yielding the greatest
softening.
The softening is clearly interrupted by a local maxi-
mum in f2 at ∼140 K, followed by a further softening
of ∼7 % in the PC1 sample and 3 % in the SC sample
(see Appendix for a more detailed view of this temper-
ature region in both SC and PC1 samples). Further-
more, Q−1 increases below ∼60 K, particularly relating
to “(C11−C12)”. Below this temperature, the mechanical
losses are enhanced for “(C11 − C12)” relative to “C44”.
H runs were also gathered for the SC sample in order
to separate the effect of applied stress to the sample. This
was performed both in zero applied field and in a 5 T field
(figure 5). Instrumental artifacts made measurement of
Q−1 somewhat unreliable between 50 K and 250 K for
the zero field data and for the cooling data in 5 T, but
the heating data at 5 T show low values of Q−1 in the
region of 10−4. Broadly, the zero field data reproduces
what is observed in the Hσ experiments, while the most
obvious difference between the Hσ and the H 5 T data
is the effectively complete elimination of any anomaly
FIG. 5. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T and 5 T H runs from
1.5 K to 300 K for a “(C11 − C12)” peak in the SC sample
at 1040 kHz at room temperature. Note that Q−1 data be-
tween 50 K and 250 K for all traces except 5 T and heating
were subject to significant instrumental noise and are thus
unreliable.
associated with Tn in the H measurement. The thermal
hysteresis evident in “(C11 − C12)” between 250 K and
Ts is also seen here for both 0 T and 5 T applied field,
while Ts itself is shifted to slightly higher temperature
than in the 0 T Hσ case in both H measurements, as
further discussed below.
Examination of Ts
A more thorough examination was carried out for the
C-T phase transition in the SC sample with Hσ runs
through the transition in 0.1 K steps and in fields of
5 T, 10 T and 14 T. These runs did not cover the com-
plete temperature range down to 1.5 K, but were instead
taken between 278 and 295 K. Temperature steps were
taken with 0.5 K intervals in the same range for both
of the 0 T and 5 T H full temperature range measure-
ments described above, to enable comparison. “C44” and
“(C11 − C12)” type peaks collected in Hσ configuration
are shown in figures 7 and 8. There is a clear peak in
Q−1 at ∼284.9 K, which can be used as a proxy for shifts
in the phase transition temperature itself, and a more
subtle peak at ∼286.5 K, which must correspond to the
onset of some kind of dynamic behavior on cooling in the
∼1 MHz frequency range. In the Hσ experiment, at a
field of 5 T a 0.4 K shift of the elastic anomaly to lower
temperature takes place, which is reflected in both the
frequencies and in the position of the Q−1 anomaly at
∼284 K. Effectively there is no change of Ts between
5 T and 14 T, with all traces superimposing on one an-
other. A very small hysteresis seen in the data without
applied field at Ts itself is suppressed by fields of 5 T or
more and their associated stresses. The suppression of
the loss seen in the complete temperature runs reported
previously36 is not observed. The “(C11−C12)” peak, in
a Hσ run, exhibits a small hysteresis below 284 K with
and without applied field, with almost exactly coincident
values of f2 on heating and cooling for each field value.
The H measurements show a roughly 1 K hysteresis, be-
7FIG. 6. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T, 10 T and “poled”
Hσ runs through Ts for a “(C11 − C12)” peak in the SC
sample at 1040 kHz at room temperature along with H-run
heating and cooling data at 0 T and 5 T. Ts is 284 K and is
taken from Ref. 18. Note that sparse markers (1 marker per
3 data points) are used on the f2 curves.
tween 285.5 K on cooling and 286.5 K on heating, in the
position of the frequency minimum in “(C11 − C12)” at
both 0 T and 5 T. In this case, there is no apparent dif-
ference between the 0 T and 5 T data in either f2 or Q−1,
suggesting differences observed in the Hσ measurement
must be due to applied stress. A comparison between the
Hσ data, the H data and the “poled” Hσ data (discussed
further below) near Ts is given in figure 6.
Similar behavior to that seen in the SC sample is ob-
served in Hσ measurements on the PC1 sample, with
applied field up to 10 T. See Figure 9 for a detailed view
of the Ts region in the PC1 sample. Contrary to what
is seen in the SC sample. however, very small stiffening
takes place below ∼255 K for >5 T, along with a small in-
crease in mechanical loss. A hysteresis of ∼1 K remains
in the PC1 sample with field, while a more significant
downward shift of the entire curve by ∼2 K takes place
for both 5 T and 10 T.
The PC2 sample dataset (in the other RUS instru-
ment described in the experimental section) had insuf-
ficient resolution at low temperatures to detect the fea-
tures around 140 K, but as shown in Figure 10, the be-
haviour near Ts is sharp, and analagous to that of the
SC sample. The majority of softening occurs between
∼279 K and ∼287 K, with a prominent peak in loss at
∼276 K. The transition temperature derived from specific
heat measurements (Bussmann-Holder, unpublished) is
282 K and is shown as a broken line.
Low temperature
The low temperature behavior of the PC1 sample ex-
hibits only one loss peak (see figure 11) with varying
temperature, as opposed to three peaks seen in our SC
sample (see figure 12 and ref. 36). The break in slope of
the elastic modulus in the PC1 sample resembles the one
FIG. 7. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T, 10 T and 14 T
Hσ runs through Ts for a “C44” peak in the SC sample at
920 kHz at room temperature. Ts is 284 K and is taken
from Ref. 18. Note that sparse markers (1 marker per 3 data
points) are used on the f2 curves.
FIG. 8. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T, 10 T and 14 T Hσ
runs through Ts for a “(C11 − C12)” peak in the SC sample
at 1040 kHz at room temperature. Ts is 284 K and is taken
from Ref. 18. Note that sparse markers (1 marker per 3 data
points) are used on the f2 curves.
FIG. 9. Analyzed RUS data for 0 T, 5 T and 10 T Hσ runs
through Ts for the PC1 sample.
8FIG. 10. Analyzed RUS data for a 0 T run through Ts for
the PC2 sample. Ts is 282 K and is taken from unpublished
data of Bussmann-Holder.
FIG. 11. Analyzed RUS data between 1.5 K and 8 K in the
PC1 sample.
in the SC sample, at ∼6 K, while there is a further break
in the slope of frequency at ∼5 K, with an associated
peak in the loss. The loss of configurational information
in the polycrystalline sample would be expected to par-
tially suppress and smear these signatures, and this may
also explain the difference between the polycrystalline
samples and the SC sample in figure 1.
The effect of stress and magnetic field and of mag-
netic field alone on the low temperature behaviour of
“(C11 − C12)” in the SC sample are represented in fig-
ure 13. It is obvious that the zero field data for both
Hσ and H measurements are very similar. In the H
measurement at 5 T, the softening signature of Tn is
effectively completely suppressed, while for the Hσ ex-
periment softening is seen with an increasing onset tem-
perature of around 13 K at 5 T and 20 K at 10 T. Note
that the applied stress is rapidly changing at these low
temperatures and has not been quantified or calibrated,
but if it varies at 1/T it will be 10 times larger at 2 K
than at 20 K.
Poled RUS
FIG. 12. Analyzed RUS data between 1.5 K and 8 K in the
SC sample.
FIG. 13. Analyzed RUS data between 1.5 K and 60 K in
the SC sample in both Hσ configuration, with 5 T and 10 T
applied fields, and H configuration, with 5 T applied field
A zero-field, variable-temperature investigation was
performed on the SC sample in Hσ configuration, in or-
der to investigate the effect of simultaneous magnetic and
stress poling at low temperatures and its effects on Ts.
Under this condition, the softening in the SC sample is
shifted up by ∼1.9 K. The peak in the mechanical loss at
285 K in “C44” splits into two at 285 K and 287 K in the
poled measurement. Cycling the temperature through
the transition creates jumps between temperature depen-
dent curves reminiscent of the poled and unpoled state
(see figure 16), with associated loss peaks. Further mea-
surements both without and with field, in the Hσ con-
figuration, did not recover the unpoled-like state, and
sometimes an intermediate state was also observed. Not-
ing that the sample was then stored at room tempera-
ture, and that 300 K was insuffient to remove memory
in the sample, the poled state may have remained for
the subsequent H measurements. The poled sample ex-
9FIG. 14. Analyzed RUS data for “unpoled” and “poled” runs
through Ts for a “C44” peak in the SC sample at 920 kHz at
room temperature. Ts is 284 K and is taken from Ref. 18.
Note that sparse markers (1 marker per 2 data points) are
used on the f2 curves.
FIG. 15. Analyzed RUS data for “unpoled” and “poled” runs
through Ts for a “(C11 − C12)” peak in the SC sample at
1040 kHz at room temperature. Ts is 284 K and is taken
from Ref. 18. Note that sparse markers (1 marker per 2 data
points) are used on the f2 curves.
hibited significantly lower loss below Ts as compared
to the unpoled samples with respect to both “C44” and
“(C11 − C12)” (figures 14 and 15), while “C44” peak re-
tained significantly lower loss above Ts, as can be seen
in figure 14.
Constant temperature, variable magnetic field
RUS hysteresis loops
A number of experiments were carried out in order
to monitor the response of the sample to varying mag-
netic field at constant temperature, both in Hσ and H
modes. Again, different regimes are evident depending
on the sample temperature and whether or not stress
is applied to the sample through the transducer-rods.
“(C11 − C12)” data were collected on a peak with a fre-
quency of ∼700 kHz at room temperature that shows soft-
ening upon approaching Ts from below, while “C44” data
FIG. 16. Analyzed RUS data near Ts for 0 T and “poled”
runs, along with the recovery after poling for “(C11 − C12)”
in the SC sample. Ts is 284 K and is taken from Ref. 18.
relate to a peak at ∼920 kHz at room temperature that
shows stiffening as Ts is approached from below.
The results at low temperature are closely related to
those in36, which did not include a discussion of the ap-
plied stress. The “C44” type peak in that study could not
be traced in the full temperature range investigated here.
For this reason the new 920 kHz peak was chosen for the
present analysis. Nonetheless, the peak selected in Ref.
36 has the advantage of good amplitude under no applied
field, and thus the data given there are more relevant for
the true (0 to 1) T behavior at lower temperatures and
in the Hσ configuration. Data shown in this section are
normalized to the first point in the series. Any hysteresis
is shown by a data point that is not unity at the lowest
field indicated for that series, and this will be the final
point measured as the field is decreased. Where a given
field/frequency combination could not be measured, the
results have been normalized to the next available point
as the field was increased.
288 K to 295 K
At high temperatures and in Hσ mode (above Ts), the
main feature is nonlinear softening with increasing field
and stress, with a concurrent increase in the mechanical
loss, Q−1. Near Ts, this softening and the increasing
loss had a plateau between ∼3 T and 7 T, and then in-
creased significantly up to the maximum 14 T field, as
shown in figure 17. At 288 K, a ∼2 % softening by 3 T,
together with an additional 5 % softening between 7 T
and 14 T takes place. The loss plateaus are 40 % greater
than the initial loss from (3 to 7) T and these increase
to ∼130 % by 14 T. A significant hysteresis is observed
upon returning to zero field, with a residual 2.5 % soft-
ening of f2 and a 35 % increase in Q−1. This effect is
somewhat counter intuitive, since the magnetic field and
stress would be expected to drive the system further away
from the transition above Ts on the basis of the constant
field, varying temperature measurements. At higher tem-
peratures (see Appendix), a similar shape to that seen
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FIG. 17. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
288 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ
configuration
at 288 K is found, but with some stiffening being also
present. Note that at 295 K (see Appendix) the response
to field is slightly larger for “C44” than for “(C11−C12)”,
the opposite of that observed at 288 K. An examination
of the same temperature range in H configuration, how-
ever, showed no appreciable response to magnetic field,
implying that much of what was found in Hσ mode was
caused by the applied stress.
215 K to 284 K
At 284 K the softening has vanished and an interme-
diate temperature regime sets in, which persists to tem-
peratures between 215 K and 170 K (figure 18 and Ap-
pendix). In this intermediate regime, the sample stiffens
with increasing field and stress and then effectively satu-
rates, with little change in f2 on lowering the field, result-
ing in a hysteresis. This is 5 times larger for “(C11−C12)”
peaks than for “C44”. Furthermore, the “C44” peaks
partially lower their frequency upon reducing the field
while the “(C11 − C12)” peaks do not. In this regime,
the Q−1 values decrease with increasing field and recover
with decreasing field, with a hysteresis of ∼-15 % for most
“(C11−C12)” data. Again, the “C44” peaks show a con-
siderably reduced hysteresis in Q−1 of ∼-5 %. This be-
FIG. 18. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
245 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ
configuration
havior is time dependent, displaying increased changes in
both f2 and Q−1 with time at particular temperatures
and fields. The significant jump in the frequency data for
215 K, in particular those collected for a “(C11 − C12)”
type peak (see Appendix), is due to an instrumental hang
up of three days caused by a small (∼0.1 K) instability
in temperature control. The drop in the “C44” loss mea-
surement at zero field at the same temperature appears
to have the same origin.
50 K to 170 K
From 170 K to 50 K, a pattern of slight stiffening with
field and stress emerges in the Hσ experiment, and al-
most complete relaxation sets in upon removal of the field
(figures 19 and 20 and Appendix). There are significant
increases in Q−1 with applied field, reaching a maximum
increase of ∼100 % at 14 T and 110 K for “(C11 −C12)”
and at 80 K for “C44”. Above and below this tempera-
ture, the changes in Q−1 with field are smaller, with a
residual increase of (10 to 20) %. The time dependence
seen between 215 K and 284 K is also at least an order
of magnitude smaller here.
An examination of the above two temperature ranges
in theH configuration shows a time-dependent relaxation
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FIG. 19. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
170 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ
configuration
of the measured properties at 245 K and 170 K, but no
relationship to magnetic field. This can be clearly iden-
tified for various peaks in figure 21. The shift with time
decreases markedly with decreasing temperature and no
distinct relaxation is seen at 110 K. Additional dwell time
between the first and second data point at 245 K due to
a software-related fault has been estimated at 2.4 hours
based on log information. The exact dwell time at each
point is unknown, caused by a temperature reporting
error occasionally resetting the counter, but the values
given in the figure are believed to be relatively accurate.
3 K to 20 K
For the lowest temperature regions, near and below
the Ne´el point, the hysteresis and time dependence ef-
fectively disappears, and new field and stress-induced
anomalies take place (see figures 22, 23 and Appendix)
in the Hσ experiment. Many of these peaks do not show
enough amplitude for fitting at 0 T and normalization
has been performed for peaks at the first available data
point, but the effect of the spin flop between 0 T and
2 T on other peaks has been investigated in detail in
Ref. 36, although without interpretation of the effect of
stress due to the head design. Obviously different be-
FIG. 20. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
80 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ con-
figuration
haviour is exhibited by “(C11 − C12)” peaks and “C44”
peaks from 20 K down, as is expected from the changes
at low temperature from the full temperature runs (fig-
ures 22 and 23 and Appendix). “C44” shows a frequency
minimum between 20 K and 5 K decreasing between 3 T
and 0 T at 5 K. “(C11 − C12)” exhibits a plateau and
softening at higher fields, with critical fields similar to
those in “C44”. An additional high field/stress anomaly
is evident in “C44” at 10 K (see Appendix), analagous to
that in Ref. 36. The plateau in “(C11−C12)” followed by
softening is also apparent below Tn, at 5 K, 4 K and 3 K
(see figure 23 and Appendix), but in this region the turn-
ing point increases in critical field/stress with decreasing
temperature rather than decreasing as it did above Tn.
For the lowest temperature regions, below 20 K, in
the H configuration, the previously analysed peak had
insufficient amplitude for the fitting performed above.
Nonetheless, it is clear from examining peaks that have
sufficient amplitude (see figure 24 and Appendix) that
the magnetic field now has a significant influence on the
elastic properties, with substantial changes in peak fre-
quency that return on removal of the magnetic field.
Examining the behaviour of these peaks at higher tem-
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FIG. 21. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
110 K, 170 K and 245 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC
sample, in H configuration, with the bottom axis reflecting
dwell time, with the field from (0 to 14 to 0) T as time in-
creases
peratures shows that they exhibit a mixture of both
“(C11 − C12)” and “C44” character, yielding a superpo-
sition of each of those peaks. It is nonetheless clear (see
Appendix) that peaks show a strong effect between 0 T
and 2 T at lower temperatures and that the trend at 2 T
and above changes from stiffening with increasing field
above 10 K to a plateau or slight softening with increas-
ing field at 5 K and 3 K. The specific turning points in
the figures are as follows. At 15 K there are jumps in f
between 0 T and 2 T and 6 T and 8 T, with softening
from 8 T to 14 T. At 10 K the behaviour is difficult to
follow, but has a maximum in f somewhere between 4
and 8 T with some softening up to 14 T. At 5 K there
are jumps in f between 0 T and 2 T and between 2 T
and 4 T, with slight softening from 4 T to 14 T. At 3 K
a jump in f between 0 T and 2 T takes place with slight
softening from 2 T to 14 T.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results presented above and in the appendix show
a number of trends in the magneto-elastic response of
ETO and allow attribution of aspects of their origin. At
FIG. 22. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at
20 K, between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ con-
figuration
the most superficial level, all the samples exhibit elastic
softening and acoustic losses dominated by the influence
of the (improper ferroelastic) C-T transition driven by
octahedral tilting. In particular, there is softening by
∼(30 to 40) % which occurs mainly in a small tempera-
ture interval above and through Ts and this is accompa-
nied by an increase in acoustic loss. In detail, however,
and from the data collected in H and Hσ configurations,
this simple view does not provide a complete explana-
tion of the overall elastic and anelastic behaviour. We
argue that both metastability and defects (in the form of
vacancies, stacking faulting, domain boundaries or other
deviations from ideal crystallinity) have an important in-
fluence in ETO, raising questions with respect to the ab-
solute concentration of defects and their effect on the cou-
pling and phase transition behaviour. Following Goian
et al.9 and Kennedy et al.40, and based on the otherwise
similar preparation of the samples, particularly PC1 and
PC2, variations in defect concentration are believed to
contribute to the large differences seen between the sam-
ples described here.
The octahedral tilting transition is associated with a
softening of ∼30% over 5 K in the SC sample (figures
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FIG. 23. Magnetic field dependent analyzed RUS data at 5 K,
between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in Hσ configuration
FIG. 24. Magnetic field dependent raw RUS data at 15 K,
between 0 T and 14 T for the SC sample, in H configuration
3 and 4) and of ∼40 % over ∼10 K in the PC2 sample
(figure 10), but the 30 % softening in PC1 is smeared
through a total range of ∼100 K (figure 2, and see figure
25)). The latter was sintered at a higher temperature
than the others, and might contain a greater number of
oxygen vacancies, for instance. This discrepancy between
the temperature intervals over which the cubic-tetragonal
transition occurs in PC1 and SC samples is reflected also
in differing results reported in the literature, for exam-
ple between those showing a clear phase transition5,32,
those with multiple steps in ordering (e.g. Kim et al.12)
and those of Bessas et al.13, in which no distinct phase
transition is observed at all. Discrepancies in elastic and
anelastic properties between the three samples used in
the present study are summarised in Table I.
One of the most obvious features of the data presented
in figures 2-4 is that while many aspects of ETO are
analogous to STO, there is a stark distinction in the be-
haviour of their anelastic properties below Ts. Acoustic
loss in STO remains high at all temperatures below Ts
and is attributed to highly mobile twin walls, with some
additional changes associated with changes in the prop-
erties of the walls39. The maximum acoustic loss seen in
ETO is approximately half of that taking place in STO39
and, while it is high immediately below the softening in-
terval associated with Ts, it drops rapidly and does not
show any form of Debye peak that could be associated
with freezing behaviour. This lack of a Debye loss peak
indicates that there is no temperature or obvious range
of temperatures at which conventional freezing of tetrag-
onal domain wall motion occurs. Rather, the peak in
Q−1 is associated with the critical point and it appears
that the tetragonal twin walls are effectively pinned in
ETO almost immediately when they form. The presence
of pinning defects has previously been invoked to account
for the relatively rapid suppression of elastic losses below
Ts
35, and the discovery of a coupling between magnetic
field and elastic loss (even in the case of no stress, in
the H configuration) implies that some subset of these
defects are magnetic in nature.
The time dependence and hysteresis, particularly
in constant temperature-variable field measurements,
demonstrates non-equilibrium/metastable behaviour.
Effective disappearance of the hysteresis below ∼(215 to
170) K suggests that the defects associated with the hys-
teretic phenomena have relaxation times in the vicinity
of ∼10−6 s in this temperature range and become im-
mobile at lower temperatures. A striking finding is that
the magnitude of the suppression of elastic loss in the
constant field-variable temperature Hσ measurements is
similar for both “C44” and “(C11 − C12)” (figures 3 and
4). This clearly demonstrates that the defects responsi-
ble for the observed behaviour are able to relax through
an e4 as well as an e1 − e2 strain and suggests that they
are not tetragonal domain walls. The continued suppres-
sion of loss up to at least a few degrees above Ts also
demonstrates that the defects exist and still couple to a
magnetic field even in the high-symmetry structure where
tetragonal domain walls are absent.
Evidence for the influence of defects
The influence of magnetic field and stress on Ts
The pronounced peak in Q−1 from the SC sample
shown in figures 3 and 4 resembles the typical pattern
of acoustic loss associated with critical slowing down
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FIG. 25. PC1 and SC comparison, SC uses the contents of two
datasets for better resolution at Ts. PC1 f
2 data is scaled to
match the SC data near room temperature.
in which coupling of strains occurs with fluctuations of
the order parameter that have their maximum relaxation
time at T = Ts. In detail the peak is more complicated,
with the actual maximum occurring at 284.9 K in the SC
data (figures 7, 8 and 14). For both PC1 and PC2 the
small loss peak occurs just below the independently de-
termined values of Ts, however (figures 9 and 10). The
precise origin of this loss behaviour close to Ts is not
understood but a combination of classical critical slow-
ing down with some variable microstructure seems to be
most likely.
These subtle effects are altered in the SC sample when
temperature is changed under constant magnetic field
and approximately constant applied stress in a Hσ mea-
surement (figures 7 and 8). First, a small downward
shift of the softening and loss peak associated with Ts
takes place when field and stress are applied. The shift is
∼0.4 K at 5 T, with no further change between 5 T and
10 T. The measurement without applied stress is inde-
pendent of the magnetic field, figure 13, and the mea-
sured transition temperature in that H experiment is
higher than that measured in the Hσ experiments, sug-
gesting a history dependance to Ts. These results are
in contrast to the results reported by Guguchia et al.37
of a 4 K upward shift in Ts from specific heat measure-
ments. Secondly, a very small hysteresis between heat-
ing and cooling that is present without applied field is
suppressed in Hσ data, but not in H measurements. As
noted in the results section, above, the suppression of the
loss observed in the complete temperature runs reported
previously35 is absent when the magnetic field is only ap-
plied in the proximity of the phase transition, suggesting
that the effect leading to this lowered loss is due to some
magnetostructural response at lower temperatures. The
PC1 sample under applied field of up to 10 T in a Hσ
measurement retains a hysteresis of ∼1 K, and the down-
ward shift of the softening trend appears to be larger, at
∼2 K in both 5 T and 10 T fields.
When temperature is fixed a few degrees above the
TABLE I. Elastic anomalies and their corresponding temper-
atures as observed across all samples. Both constant tem-
perature/variable field (CTVF) and constant field/variable
temperature (CFVT) anomalies are presented.
Sample Temperature (K) Observations
At or near Ts
SC 287 Peak in Q−1 for “C44” after
poling
SC 285 Peak in Q−1 for “C44” before
poling, shows up slightly also af-
ter poling
SC 274-284 Small hysteresis in “(C11−C12)”
PC2 276 Peak in Q−1
Intermediate temperatures and irreversibility
SC 288-284 Disappearance of critical soften-
ing in CTVF loops
SC 265 Peak in Q−1 for “C44” after
poling
PC1 260 Broad peak in Q−1
PC1 240 Broad peak in Q−1
SC 280-225 Hysteresis in “(C11 − C12)”
SC <240 Difference between poled and
unpoled “(C11 − C12)”
SC 215-170 Disappearance of hysteresis in
CTVF loops
The frozen lower temperature state above Tn
SC 140 Local maximum in f2
PC1 140 Local maximum in f2
Magnetic anomalies near and below Tn
SC <20 Appearance of distinct anoma-
lies in CTVF loops and sepa-
ration of CFVT traces for dif-
ferent fields (particularly for
“(C11 − C12)”)
SC 6.1 Onset of softening associated
with Tn
PC1 6 Onset of softening associated
with Tn
SC 5.9-6 Peak in Q−1 near Tn
PC1 4 Peak in Q−1
SC 2.3 Peak in Q−1 and minimum in f2
C-T transition and the magnetic field and stress are in-
creased, elastic softening and an increase in Q−1 occur
for both “C44” and “(C11−C12)” like peaks, although the
effect is significantly more pronounced for “(C11 −C12)”
(figure 17). These changes would be expected if there is
an upward shift of the transition temperature of the form
as seen by Guguchia et al.37, but application of magnetic
field alone in a H measurement does not yield a dis-
cernable effect on the elastic moduli either with constant
field and varying temperature or constant temperature
and varying field. The evolution of the elastic soften-
ing and concomitant increase in elastic loss with applied
stress in a Hσ experiment are highly nonlinear, with a
plateau around 5 T. The origin of this nonlinearity is un-
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clear. The discrepancy between the behaviour observed
in constant field/stress with varying temperature and in
constant temperature with varying field/stress evidence
that the elastic and anelastic properties are history de-
pendent, most likely due to variations in the microstruc-
ture and defect distribution. An irreversible change in
microstructure is consistent also with hysteresis in the
field-sweep measurements, where a residual softening of
(1 to 3) % remains after removing the field (figure 17).
The effect of poling
In the poling experiment, the SC sample was cooled
to 2 K, a 14 T field was applied for ∼30 min in a Hσ
configuration. The field was then switched off and elas-
tic behaviour examined in zero field up to room tem-
perature. Under these conditions, Ts was shifted up by
∼2 K (figures 15 and 16) rather than down by ∼0.4 K
as was observed in the previous constant field-varying
temperature scenarios with the same head configuration.
Furthermore, cycling the temperature near Ts with zero
applied field/stress displayed a “jump” from the poled
trends in f2 and Q−1 to the virgin curve approximately
half way through the transition. This, however, was
not retained upon cooling again from 300 K, with the
poled state returning for the cooling curve and the heat-
ing curve showing jagged jumping again up to the vir-
gin curve, in an unpredictable and irreproducible way
(see figure 16). Application of a field/stress in Hσ runs
through Ts on these poled curves simply yielded a shift
of -0.4 K and suppression of the small hysteresis (seen
in measurements without applied field), as before, but
now relative to the renormalized Ts of the poled sample.
From these observations it is clear that magnetic field and
stress poling must cause changes in structure which act
on the structural transition as an effective internal field.
In other words, low temperature poling of ETO results in
structural changes that persist up to temperatures just
above Ts.
Irreversibility and the intermediate temperature regime
Variations of apparent Ts with the SC sample sub-
jected to changes in temperature in a constant applied
field and in a Hσ configuration yield essentially the same
changes in elastic moduli, irrespective of field strength
(figures 3 and 4). On the other hand the field and stress
cause reductions in the acoustic loss and it was argued
previously36 that the changes could not be due to any
influence of the field on the configuration of ferroelastic
domain walls since these would be expected to modify the
effective elastic constants of the whole crystal and apply
predominantly to “(C11−C12)”. The field effect was sep-
arated from the stress effect in figure 13 where Hσ and
H measurements were compared. Despite some instru-
mental artifacts in the H measurements, heating data at
5 T showed Q−1 effectively indistinguishable with that
observed in the 5 T Hσ data, suggesting that at least a
significant part of the suppression of elastic loss originates
from the applied field rather than the applied stress.
Variations with applied field/stress at constant tem-
perature in a Hσ configuration yield a marked hysteretic
behaviour at 245 K (figure 18) and at 284 K, 282 K,
275 K, 215 K (Appendix), related to some aspect of the
microstructure being modified by field or stress. This
is seen to a much lesser extent at 170 K (figure 19) and
140 K (Appendix) but not at all at 80 K, 20 K or 5 K (fig-
ures 20-23). The temperature interval ∼(150 to 290) K
also corresponds to the range in which values of Q−1 are
above baseline values (figures 2-4), i.e. where relaxation
times of the defects responsible for the acoustic losses are
shorter than ∼10−6 s. By chance, the cryostat controller
stalled at 10 T and 215 K for ∼3 days, and the large
jump in f2 for “(C11 − C12)” (see Appendix) at 11 T
is due to this dwell. This suggests a time dependence,
in addition to any field/stress dependence and was re-
produced in H experiments, as seen in figure 21, which
show that effectively the whole relaxation in the Hσ ex-
periments in this temperature regime is likely to be due
to relaxtion over time. A trivial lack of thermal equi-
libration was ruled out by supplementary experiments
that verified stiffening in the sample over time whether
the setpoint was approached from above or from below
in temperature. Stiffening of up to ∼1 % was found for
“(C11 − C12)” peaks and ∼0.15 % for “C44” peaks in
a separate 8.5 hour dwell without field at 245 K. This
again is consistent with the microstructure depending on
the previous thermal history. On this basis, the defects
responsible for the acoustic losses appear to become im-
mobile below ∼(150 to 200) K.
The frozen structure and low temperature behaviour
Below 200 K, the constant temperature, variable mag-
netic field/stress traces in the Hσ measurements assume
a different character, with significantly smaller maximal
stiffening in f2, almost zero residual change after re-
moval of the field, a larger response from “C44” than
“(C11 − C12)” for the first time (indicating that the role
of microstructure has become less important than the
intrinsic behaviour) and with large increases in Q−1 of
up to 85 % instead of smaller decreases of around 30 %
in the higher temperature regime (figure 19). This be-
haviour persists down to at least 50 K, before significant
changes occur again around 20 K. These effects appear to
be related to stress, and the H measurements exhibited
basically no relaxation over time, consistent also with the
observed lack of hysteresis with applied stress.
As discussed by Spalek et al.35, there is a small but dis-
tinct maximum in f2 at ∼140 K and softening below this
point. In the absence of any further structural instabili-
ties, elastic stiffening would be expected with decreasing
temperature rather than softening. This correlates with
a change from coexisting antiferrodistortive and modu-
lated order to purely modulated antiferrodistortive order
reported at around 160 K by Kim et al.12. However, it
also correlates with deviations from the classical evolu-
tion of the ferroelectric soft mode on cooling observed by
Goian et al.16 at ∼155 K, by Kamba et al.8 at ∼113 K and
the extrapolated saturation temperature of the Barrett
fit to the dielectric data of Katsufuji et al.2. It is inter-
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esting to note that the maximum occurs in both the SC
and PC1 samples, despite the significant difference in the
softening behaviours seen at their C-T transitions. This
implies that whatever disorder is driving the “smearing”
of the phase transition in PC1, it has little effect on the
cause of the anomalous softening below 140 K.
Low T magnetic anomalies and a possible phase
diagram
In the region below 50 K, the constant field/stress,
variable temperature data in a Hσ configuration exhibit
a point at which a significant change both in the sign
and magnitude of the slope of “(C11 −C12)” (figures 22,
23 and Appendix) takes place. This change in slope oc-
curs at a temperature that increases with increasing field,
yielding a ∼4 % maximal softening at 2 K as compared to
that measured without field or stress applied. While the
break in slope in “(C11 − C12)” occurs at the Ne´el point
in zero field, it increases to ∼12 K with 5 T in the Hσ
configuration, and further to nearly 20 K, although more
subtle, under 10 T. At 5 T in the H configuration, the
transition is completely suppressed and no discernable
change in slope takes place.
Meanwhile the “C44” trace exhibits a much smaller
effect upon the application of field and stress in a Hσ
configuration, with almost complete suppression of the
softening associated with Tn leading to a small stiffening
(0.3 %) at 2 K. These effects do not remain when the
field is taken off, suggesting that the response is more
complicated than the analogous effect found by Petrovic´
et al.11, who reported that tetragonal domains could be
permanently aligned by an electric field during cooling.
The lack of change in f2 at higher temperatures indicates
that magnetic reorientation of the elastic microstructure
has not taken place under our examined conditions.
Constant temperature, variable field/stress data also
demonstrates significant changes from higher tempera-
ture regimes by 20 K, where, in a Hσ configuration,
“C44” stiffens after an initial softening, while “(C11 −
C12)” softens after an initial plateau. Below 5 K, the
amplitude of the first point in the “C44” data was uni-
formly too weak to be fitted, hence the absence of soft-
ening in the normalized data presented. A similar effect
took place with applied field in the H measurement at
15 K and it is the first temperature at which changes
appear to coincide with magnetic field alone, in this case
giving a slight stiffening at higher fields. The most obvi-
ous observation is the existence of a number of low and
high field/stress anomalies that are described in the re-
sults section and summarized on the tentative low tem-
perature phase diagram below (with the hidden stress
coordinate not calibrated).
The data near and below Tn are complementary to
what was determined in our previous investigation36.
The further studies described here reveal a number of
new trends that were unclear before, and we have also
collected complementary information from the PC1 sam-
ple. We previously found evidence for elastic coupling to
both the Ne´el transition and a lower temperature spin
reorientation transition36. Evidence for both of these is
also seen in magnetometry data, with the Ne´el point ex-
hibiting a maximum and the spin reorientation display-
ing a distinct change in slope. This latter transition is
not detected in some other studies9 when polycrystalline
samples were used. Comparing the elastic behaviour near
Tn without field between the SC and the PC1 sample re-
veals significant differences, including the disappearance
of the anomaly at 2.6 K and the displacement down in
temperature of the Q−1 peak associated with the Ne´el
point in the SC sample. The softening near Tn in PC1
still correlates with Tn in our SC sample, at 5.6 K, while
the peak in the loss is somewhat lower, shifted to ∼4 K.
The peak in Q−1 below Tn for the PC1 sample is sig-
nificantly broader than observed in the SC sample, and
may be related to defect concentration and distribution,
in an analogous manner to the broadening of the C-T
transition.
Compiling all of the information from the low tempera-
ture constant-temperature variable-field/stress measure-
ments in the Hσ configuration and the new information
on shifts in the softening associated with Tn under ap-
plied field, also in the Hσ configuration, along with those
from our previous publication on ETO SC samples36, we
propose a tentative low temperature magnetic phase di-
agram including our measured anomalies, as well as the
known lower-field transitions from Petrovic´ et al.11 (fig-
ure 26). Below the Ne´el point, we identified three addi-
tional, higher field/stress anomalies, with one anomaly
between 1 T and 2 T, one between 5 T and 8 T and one
between 11 T and 12 T, keeping in mind that the stress
values increase with decreasing temperature. The lower
and upper of these are from Ref.36, while the in-between
anomaly is identified here. The continuation of the high
field anomaly to 10 K is clearly seen both in Ref.36 and
here, particularly for “C44”. Finally, the anomaly seen at
1 T, 2 T and 3 T at 10 T, 15 T and 20 K respectively is
reported in the present data and in Ref.36. In addition to
this Hσ data, H data are also shown on the figure as ver-
tical bars indicating the windows of field in which signif-
icant changes in elastic properties were observed without
applied stress. The position of these windows correlates
quite closely with the points shown from the Hσ experi-
ments, indicating that much of what was observed there
was at least partially due to magnetism rather than to
stress alone. The elasticity data do not, by themselves,
indicate what magnetic or structural states might exist
in the fields separated by the observed anomalies.
Possible explanations of the observed behaviour
Intrinsic character
With respect to an explanation of the overall proper-
ties and behaviour of ETO in relation to intrinsic effects,
a number of arguments were discussed in the introduction
on the nature of octahedral tilting in ETO, the mecha-
nism for magneto-electric and magneto-elastic coupling
and phenomena such as coupling between the antifer-
rodistortive soft modes and magnetic field. The argu-
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FIG. 26. A tentative low temperature phase diagram for
ETO showing newly detected magnetic field/stress depen-
dent anomalies and their relationship to known and unknown
phases. Both raw and demagnetizing-factor corrected data
are shown for the lowest field elastic anomaly. Markers with
lines connecting them are from Hσ measurements, while the
vertical bars indicate windows in which anomalies occured for
the H experiments.
ments of Birol and Fennie20 in particular seem to suggest
that driving the system into a ferromagnetic state will
suppress the hybridization between Eu f electron shells
and Ti d shells. This would allow the ferroelectric soft
mode to become less stable, and as a result of competition
between distortion modes will stabilize the antiferrodis-
tortive soft mode. A more stable octahedral rotation soft
mode promotes a decrease of the C-T transition temper-
ature. The key message derived from the combination of
measurements using both copper and steel transducer-
rods is that stress triggers the softening associated with
the phase transition, but that magnetic field alone has
no measurable effect in our experiments.
As also discussed in the introduction, Rushchanskii et
al.31 proposed that a number of antiferrodistorted struc-
tures are extremely close in energy. Both they and Yang
et al.34 suggest that a “phase coexistence” in real sam-
ples may be possible due to small energy differences. This
allows the formation of incommensurate phases or local
changes in tilt ordering under small energy perturbations.
Rushchanskii et al.31 also detailed spin-phonon coupling,
with induced ferromagnetism hardening the octahedral
tilting phonon mode significantly (and thus lowering the
transition temperature), 50 cm−1, in I4/mcm, but soft-
ening slightly (and thereby increasing the transition tem-
perature), 17 cm−1, in R3¯c. Coexisting “tilted phases”
lead to an arrangement with octahedral tilt disorder due
to a short correlation length perpendicular to the plane
of octahedral rotation. The disordered, locally tetrago-
nal, but cubic on average arrangement found by Alietta
et al.10 may be created in this way, as well as interme-
diate results such as the incommensurate ordering ob-
served by Goain et al.9 and Kim et al.12. This arrange-
ment also admits an explanation of the high loss in both
“(C11 − C12)” and “(C44)”, as local rhombohedral dis-
tortions are expected, and defects associated with areas
of these types will indeed be susceptible to stresses as-
sociated with “(C44)”, but which would not be found in
a fully ordered I4/mcm phase. The local rhombohedral
disorder never extends to form a long range ordered state
with decreasing temperature, while the tetragonal order
locks in.
It is known that incommensurate systems (particularly
those with incommensurate structural screw-axes of the
type shown in figure 1c of Ref. 12) may take hours or even
days to reach equilibrium after changes in temperature41,
admitting seemingly equivalent final states to be non-
equilibrium on the timescale of the measurements de-
scribed here, for example the shift in temperature of the
loss peak associated with Ts under poling or the hys-
teresis and time dependence in constant temperature-
variable field mode, both Hσ and H, between 215 K and
Ts.
Extrinsic character
We have argued that the anelastic behaviour of ETO
could be understood in terms of a significant role for de-
fects which are mobile on a time scale of ∼10−6 s and
temperatures above ∼(150 to 200) K, even though direct
evidence is not available. The concentration of defects
that are present in different samples of ETO can vary
significantly, as discussed by Goian et al.9, and in addi-
tion, grain boundaries provide heterogeneous sites that
act as pinning centers for local ordering.
The changes in elastic and anelastic properties ob-
served with applied field and stress are evidently not ex-
clusively related to a bulk magnetic order in ETO, as
the phenomena extend to far above the magnetic order-
ing temperatures. It is possible that some contribution
to this behaviour stems from magnetism in the domain
walls. Domain walls which involve changes in two order
parameters simultaneously develop local structures which
are distinct from those of the adjacent homogeneous do-
mains. This enables the development of ferroelectricity
in the domain walls of nonferroelectric STO39,42, for ex-
ample. In this scenario, a gradient of the order param-
eter exists in the walls, and gradient-gradient coupling
between order parameters or with strain, can occur43–45.
Lateral movement of domain walls in ferroelastics, more
generally, can take place by movement of ledges along
the walls46,47. The relatively low acoustic loss observed
in ETO, in comparison with STO, and the lack of Debye
freezing behaviour, has been considered here to be indica-
tive of relatively immobile twin walls and the pinning
mechanism could be related to local relaxations of the
ledges. The influence of magnetism in the domain walls is
in accordance with transport results of Bussmann-Holder
et al. (unpublished), which can be explained by large in-
wall magnetostriction.
From an atomic point of view, pinning centres are
likely to originate either from defects associated with Eu,
for example vacancies, local changes in valence, or from
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oxygen vacancies. In this context it is interesting to note
the recent work of Lopez-Bezanilla et al.33 that valence
flexibility in Ti ions, coupled with oxygen vacancies, can
produce magnetic defect clusters in STO.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This study, using RUS with applied magnetic field, has
enabled us to highlight the role of magnetoelastic cou-
pling in the behaviour of ETO. The key results of this
examination are as follows:
(i) Defects play a key role in the elastic and anelastic
behaviour.
(ii) Pinning of the ferroelastic twin walls appears to
occur immediately below the cubic-tetragonal transition.
(iii) The influence of defects rather than only ferroelas-
tic twin walls per se is clear as the stress influence on elas-
tic resonances associated with both tetragonal and rhom-
bohedral strain (“(C11−C12)” and “(C44)” respectively)
in constant field-variable temperature measurements are
similar, despite only “(C11−C12)” being related to relax-
ation of the microstructure. Furthermore, the influence
of poling on these defects persists into the cubic phase,
where microstructure should not play a role.
(iv) Metastability was found to occur, with relaxations
of elastic constants at constant field/stress with vari-
able temperature leading to hysteresis/time relaxation
from ∼200 K to Ts = 282 K. This effect is stronger in
“(C11−C12)” than “(C44)”, suggesting some involvement
of microstructure.
(v) This metastability was further demonstrated by
contrasting effects near Ts with applied magnetic field
and stress in constant field-variable temperature and con-
stant temperature-variable field/stress measurements,
with the former lowering the elastic anomaly by ∼0.4 K
and the latter appearing to drive the phase transition,
thus having the opposite effect on the elastic properties.
The application of magnetic field alone was found to have
no apparent effect on Ts and thus the main driver for
these changes must be the applied stress in the Hσ con-
figuration.
(vi) Differences between the examined single crystal
sample and two differently prepared polycrystalline sam-
ples most likely stem from defect types and concentra-
tions and have implications for conflicting results in the
literature.
(vii) Magnetic/stress poling at low temperatures was
found to raise the temperature of the main elastic
anomaly at Ts by ∼2 K and to slightly alter the fre-
quency of the measured “(C11−C12)”-like peak, empha-
sising its influence on microstructure. Later measure-
ments on the sample in H configuration, even without
field, yielded still higher transition temperatures, sug-
gesting that the memory effect of the poling regime lasts
at least on the time scale of months, as the interval be-
tween these measurements was of the order of more than
10 months.
(viii) A number of anomalies below 50 K were related
to known magnetic transitions and to unknown effects,
allowing the tentative construction of a low-temperature
phase diagram.
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